






1. Label conference folder A5 black -  - HTM209A 

5. Chronobike black key ring -  - FAK198A 

3. Prestige ballpoint pen gun & black -  - FSR1764A 

6. Logomania ballpoint pen grey -  - NSI2034J 

4. Chronobike cufflinks matt black -  - FJM221A 

2. Label ballpoint pen black -  - HSH2094A 
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LOGO MANIA
One of the big trends in the luxury accessory segment is  
oversized logo signatures. This trend is very sought after,  

as it conveys an additional value that only  
a fashion powerhouse logo could bring to accessories.



2. Id scarf dark grey -  - LFE926J 
1. Altius laptop bag black -  - LTL233A 

4. Set Label ballpoint pen & Label conference folder A5 -  - HPBM209A 
3. Logomania laptop sleeve grey -  - NTE203J 
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3. Mademoiselle ballpoint pen black - FSC2224A 
4. Classicals Chrome ballpoint pen black - FSN1964A 

2. Chronobike Classic ballpoint pen chrome black - FSC1414A 
1. Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen black - FSR1544A 
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The Festina writing instruments collection is  
composed of four pen lines that complement each other :  

“Classicals” : which is the most timeless and simple option,  
“Mademoiselle” : the feminine option,  
 “Chronobike” : with its active feel and  

“Prestige” : the luxe option.
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Careful design and attention to 
detail were at the forefront when 
imagining this pen collection,
as well as coherence with the  
Festina brand history of 
watchmaking. A lot of the design
elements are directly inspired by 
this heritage, such as the Blazon 
adorning the cap of each
pen, or design elements derived 
from watches stop buttons.

The Festina writing instruments, 
across all 4 lines, are imagined 
around the same design DNA,
to convey a sense of coherence  

and uniformity throughout  
the collection. For example the
signature clip, with its unique  

quadrilateral shape is present on all 
our writing pieces.
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The Festina writing instrument 
collection is also made special  

by the very large palette  
of colors available, each design 
being offered in a wide array of 

colorful hues and with several 
options of metal trims platings.



1. Oxford money wallet black -  - NLM201A 

5. Illusion wireless charger dark chrome -  - HAG211A 

3. Ipsum watch -  - LMN232 
4. Lorem sunglasses chrome -  - LGS231B 

2. Lorem silk tie grey -  - LFC231H 
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a c c e s s o r i e s 

NEW ICONICS



1. Chronobike cufflinks black & silver - - FJM221C 

5. Gear Icon ballpoint pen black -  - HSN2544A 

3. Pinstripe folder A5 black -  - HDM210A 
4. Austin rollerball pen diamond black -  - NSW2985A 

2. Chronobike writing instruments-case matt black -  - FLS221A 
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2. Gear Luxe speaker black - HAE208A 
3. Gear Luxe speaker dark chrome - HAE208D 

1. Gear Luxe speaker champagne - HAE208E 
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The Gear Luxe speaker is at the intersection between desk decoration
and technology. Allying curved, aerodynamic shapes and latest technological
innovations with luxe finishings and iconic gear detailings such as the matt
black dented rings, it was designed to bring a touch of modern elegance
to any desk. Available in black, dark chrome or champagne.
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OPTIMAL ACOUSTIC 

The speaker has a power  
of 10 watts, and offer a crisp,  

clear powerful and high fidelity 
sound as well as deep bass stereo 
sound. The volume can go up to 
114 db. It includes a low latency

Bluetooth 5.0 chipset.

COMPATIBILITY
 
The Gear luxe speaker is 
rechargeable via its USB-C port.  
It connects to your smartphone
and can intercept your call via 
wireless. It also has an additional 
auxiliary input.

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY 

This highly performant item has 
a sleek design, which allows it to 
be easy to be carried around and 

moved from place to place and laid 
on any surface. It has 15 hours of 

play autonomy (2600mAh). 
 

Available in: 
 

  

1111
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2. Bond money wallet brown - NLM202Y

3. Bond card holder black - NLC202A

1. Bond card holder with flap black - NLF202A
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BO
ND

The bond line is made of the highest quality genuine leather, and is offered in 2 colors : Black and Brown.  

A new collection of beautiful and well priced writing instruments is also available.



Abbey ballpoint pen diamond gun   

NSW2454D 

Bond card holder brown   

NLC202Y 

Abbey rollerball pen matt black   

NSC2455A 

Bond card wallet brown   

NLW202Y 

Set Bond card wallet & Austin ballpoint pen   

NPBW202Y 

Bond travel wallet black   

NLL202A 

Set Bond card holder & Abbey rollerball pen   

NPCR245A 

Austin ballpoint pen diamond chrome   

NSW2984C 

Bond card wallet black   

NLW202A 13



5. Gear Pinstripe ballpoint pen black & rose gold -  - HSV2854E 
4. Chronobike card holder navy -  - FLC101N 

2. Bond card holder with flap brown -  - NLF202Y 

6. Lorem watch rose gold -  - LMN231E 

3. Chronobike cufflinks navy & rose gold -  - FJM221N 

1. Austin ballpoint pen black & rose gold -  - NSR2874A 
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a c c e s s o r i e s 

ROSE GOLD TOUCH
When minimal textures meet functional designs, a hint of rose gold metal can add a touch of luxury.  
This unexpected yet understated trend is made resolutely more masculine when associated with shadowy 
hues of grey, navy or brown, giving warmer undertones to crisp designs.
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2. More cufflinks chrome - LJM925B 

3. Galon belt - LLB426 

1. Lorem silk tie navy - LFC231N 
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3. Lorem watch black - LMN231A 

4. Seal scarf  grey - LFG625J 

2. Lorem sunglasses black - LGS231A 

1. Altius dressing-case black - LTC233A 
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1. Taddeo cufflinks black -  - UJM029A 

5. Gleam folder A5 -  - HDM105J 

3. Formation Gleam rollerball pen -  - HSR1905D 
4. Austin ballpoint pen grey & silver -  - NSR2874K 

2. Filament fountain pen chrome -  - HSY2652B 
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ANTHRACITE



1. Elegance Storyline notebook A5 navy -  - HNH124NL 

5. Storyline card holder dark blue -  - HLC009N 

3. Prestige rollerball pen navy & rose gold -  - FSR1655N 
4. Austin ballpoint pen navy & gun -  - NSR2874N 

2. Gear Minimal ballpoint pen all navy -  - HSN1894N 
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NAVY



Classicals laptop bag grey - FTL223H

20

A new collection of luxurious men bags, crafted in luxurious and carefully chosen textured
vegan leathers. Available in black, grey or camel, each detail has been carefully designed,

from luxurious but understated signatures to roamy and well organised interiors.

travel 

CLASSICALS



Classicals dressing-case grey  
FTC223H 

Classicals document bag black  
FTD223A 

Classicals laptop bag camel  
FTL223Z 

Classicals reporter bag black  
FTR223A 

Classicals reporter bag camel  
FTR223Z 

Classicals dressing-case black  
FTC223A 

Classicals dressing-case camel  
FTC223Z 

Classicals laptop bag black  
FTL223A 

Classicals reporter bag grey  
FTR223H   21



 

Gear pocket umbrella blue - HUF007L 

 

Gear pocket umbrella black - HUF007A 

 

Gear pocket umbrella khaki - HUF007T 

UMBRELLAS
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Gear pocket umbrella red - HUF007P 

 

Gear city umbrella black - HUN007A 
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 GEAR

Gear Umbrellas were designed 
for an active lifestyle, with their 

compact and ergonomic
silhouettes. From the dented ring 

at the tip of the handles to the 
bicolor canopies, each detail

was designed to mirror the rest of 
the eponymous line.

The Umbrellas, with their active 
look and feel are available in  
4 different colors in the pocket
format : Khaki & black; Blue,  
Red and black following  
the original color combination  
of the now classic Gear line,  
or the more classical black and 
grey, which is also available in 
a city format.



 

Mesh pocket umbrella - NUD352 

 

Hamilton pocket umbrella black - NUF711A 

 

Horton pocket umbrella black - NUF011A 
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Illusion pocket umbrella grey - HUF804H 

 

Illusion city umbrella grey - HUN804H 
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ILLUSION

Inspired by suiting, The Hugo Boss 
illusion is the urban pendant of the 
HUGO BOSS umbrella collection. 
The canopy print is inspired by 
the fashion house business suits 
textiles, while the handles are 
wrapped in luxurious leather-like 
materials. The perfect umbrella 
series to dress up any outfit.

 
UMBRELLAS

A nice and luxurious collection 
of umbrellas, perfect to finish any 
urban outfit. The luxurious
detailings such as pebble grained 
handle or canopy prints, directly 
inspired by runway collections,  
are bringing a touch of fashion  
and sophistication to this  
necessary accessory.



2. Logomania document bag grey - NTD203J 3. Oxford trolley black - NTT201A1. Buzz backpack - NTR912
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EL

This is only a small selection  
of our Cerruti collection of travel  
bags and cases. Each year,  
we offer new collections of  
fashionable, timeless and  
luxurious travel companions. 
The common denominators  
between them are style,  
attention to detail and  
innovation.
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Hamilton travel bag black - NTB711A   

Hamilton dressing-case black - NTC711A   Logomania dressing-case grey - NTC203J   

Irving travel bag black - NTB012A   27



3. Formation Herringbone rollerball pen gun -  - HSI1065D 
2. Herringbone conference folder A5 black -  - HTM106A 

4. Chevron rollerball pen black -  - HSS2525A 

1. Leone scarf black -  - UFE031A 
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ALL  
SEASONS

winter



  

Hampstead shopping bag beige - NTS204X  

  

More money wallet brown - LLM925Y  
  

Ipsum sunglasses chrome - LGS232B  

29

summer



1. Gear Matrix earphones black -  - HAP107A 

5. Irving passport cover black -  - NLP012A 

3. Chronobike card holder with flap black -  - FLF101A 
4. Zoom key ring black -  - NAK914A 

2. Storyline manicure set black -  - HAS009A 
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THE ART OF TRAVEL



1. Hampstead garment bag black -  - NTG204A 

3. Gleam trolley -  - HTT105J 
2. Storyline shoe care kit -  - HAS229 
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2. Heathrow backpack black - NTP205A 
3. Heathrow backpack grey - NTP205J 

1. Heathrow backpack navy - NTP205N 
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Each of the materials composing this backpack was 
carefully chosen not only for style, but also for comfort 
and durability. The backpack features numerous zipped 
compartments allowing for a perfect organisation of your 
travel essentials.

Available in: 
 

  

The “Heathrow” backpack was also designed with 
ergonomy in mind, very easy and comfortable

to carry, with its padded back interface.

Finished with a luxurious brand logo signature plate,  
for a subtle and luxuriously branded effect.

The Cerruti “Heathrow” backpack was designed to be 
the perfect travel companion to active travellers.  

The result is a highly functional fashion accessory with 
multiple outstanding features, such as this USB port 
that allows charging a smartphone while on the go.
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2. Essential Gear Matrix notebook A5 red - HNH127PL
3. Gear pocket umbrella red - HUF007P

1. Gear Matrix ballpoint pen red - HSC9744P

The “Gear” line is fast becoming iconic, with its soft 
textures, color block palette and detailings that 
can be mixed and matched across categories, 

from electronic items to writing instruments  
and notebooks, or even bottles and umbrellas.  
It allows for endless combinations and pairings  

of beautiful and impactful sets.
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Matrix card holder red  
HLC215P 

Gear Matrix isothermal flask silver  
HAI107B 

Set Essential Gear Matrix notebook A5 & 
Gear Matrix ballpoint pen  
HPBH127P 

Gear Matrix speaker black  
HAE007A 

Gear card holder black & red  
HLC007A  

Gear Matrix earphones white  
HAP107W 

Gear Matrix key ring yellow  
HAK007S 

Gear Matrix ballpoint pen blue  
HSC9744L 

Essential Gear Matrix notebook A5 khaki  
HNH127TL 
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Chronobike card holder with flap grey - FLF101H Chronobike card wallet navy - FLW101N Chronobike card holder black - FLC101A
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The Festina “Chronobike” small leather goods line is offered in several colours : taupe, black or navy,  
and is beautifully crafted in carefully chosen high-end saffiano textured genuine leathers.



1. Mademoiselle travel wallet black - FEL222A

2. Mademoiselle travel wallet camel - FEL222Y

3. Mademoiselle travel wallet burgundy - FEL222R

4.Mademoiselle travel wallet pink - FEL222Q 7.Mademoiselle travel wallet beige - FEL222X

5. Mademoiselle travel wallet navy - FEL222N 8. Mademoiselle travel wallet ivory - FEL222G

6. Mademoiselle travel wallet light blue - FEL222M

1.

2. 6.

3. 5. 7.

4. 8.
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The Festina “Mademoiselle” lady wallets are offered in 8 vibrant hues, and made of beautiful,  
saffiano textured vegan leather. Each wallet is adorned with a golden version of the luxurious F plate.



1 2 3 4

2. ICE steel-Black Rose Gold-Large-3H - ISE951DL 4. ICE steel-Mesh blue-Medium-3H - ISS17667 
1. ICE steel-Blue-Medium - ISE949DM 3. ICE steel-Black silver-Small (S)-3H - ISS17323 
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This is only a small selection of the ICE-WATCH collection. There is a wide array of 
playful and fashionable styles to be discovered, for men and women.

ICE steel



1 2 3 4

ICE glam brushed-Lavender-Small-3H - IGB19526 

1. ICE glam brushed-Almond skin-Small-3H - IGB19528 3. ICE glam colour-Red-Small - IGC967NS 
2. ICE glam-White-Medium - IGL309NU 4. ICE glam brushed-Fall rose-Small-3H - IGB19524 
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The collection includes classical styles, as well as more sporty options and is available 
in multiple color options.

ICE glam brushed



3. ICE chrono-Orange blue-Extra large-CH - ICH19845 7. ICE chrono-Orange blue-Large-CH - ICH19841 
2. ICE chrono-Neon yellow-Large-CH - ICH19838 6. ICE chrono-Neon blue-Large-CH - ICH19840 

4. ICE chrono-Black blue-Extra large-CH - ICH19844 8. ICE chrono-Neon yellow-Extra large-CH - ICH19843 

1. ICE chrono-Trilogy-Large-CH - ICH19842 5. ICE chrono-Neon green-Large-CH - ICH19839 

5 6 7 8
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ICE chrono
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3. ICE Colour-Royal-Medium-3H - ICL17906 7. ICE Colour-Spicy-Medium-3H - ICL17912 
2. ICE Colour-Spirit-Medium-3H - ICL18127 6. ICE Colour-Tango-Medium-3H - ICL17911 

4. ICE Colour-Lagoon-Small-3H - ICL17914 8. ICE Colour-Ballerina-Small-3H - ICL17915 

1. ICE Colour-Phantom-Medium-3H - ICL17905 5. ICE Colour-Citrus-Medium-3H - ICL17909 
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Set Odeon travel wallet & Odeon watch  - CPLN220Z

ODEON Collection
The new “Odeon” capsule is elegant and feminine.  

The bags, made of delicately textured quilted vegan leather  

are enhanced by gold accents and signatures. The watches 

are classical, with delicate detailings, and are made to be worn 

a lifetime. The color palette of this collection is the reflection  

of this timeless approach, with delicate and neutral tones : Black, 

Taupe and Off-white.
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Odeon watch off-white  

CMN220G 

Odeon lady bag black  

CTX220A 

Odeon lady bag taupe  

CTW220Z 

Odeon travel wallet black  

CEL220A 

Odeon travel wallet taupe  

CEL220Z 

Odeon travel wallet off-white  

CEL220G 

Odeon lady bag black  

CTW220A 

Odeon watch taupe  

CMN220Z 

Odeon lady bag taupe  

CTX220Z 
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1. Timeless dressing-case nude -  - CTC035X 

5. Paola watch off-white -  - UMN239G 

3. Pontia key ring pink -  - CAK037Q 
4. Mademoiselle ballpoint pen ivory -  - FSC2224G 

2. Timeless lady wallet nude -  - CEL035X 
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NUDE



1. Timeless sunglasses black -  - CGS035A 

5. Ribbon ballpoint pen lady black -  - HSC0064A 

3. Vivid notebook cover black -  - HEV006A 
4. Odeon watch black -  - CMN220A 

2. Isla lady crossbody bag black -  - CTW111A 
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BLACK



1 2
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4. Paola document bag black - UTD239A

2. Umberta silk scarf dark green - UFL238T

3. Paola watch black - UMN239A

1. Umberta silk scarf red - UFL238P
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1. Alma dressing-case lilac -  - CTC219V 

3. Alma scarf white -  - CFL219F 
4. Paola silk scarf navy -  - UFM239N 

2. Giada lady wallet navy -  - ULL918N 
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6. Madeleine key ring white -  - CAK937F 
7. Giada lady wallet pink -  - ULL918Q 

5. Alma scarf navy -  - CFL219N 
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FLOWER 
POWER



  

Alma dressing-case camel - CTC219Z  

  

Alma sunglasses gold - CGS219E  

  

Alesia lady bag brown - CTX218Y  

50

summer ALL  
SEASONS



2. Montmartre shopping bag black -  - CTS936A 
1. Montmartre watch black -  - CMN936A 

3. Pia scarf nude -  - UFE027X 
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winter



Alma backpack black  - CTP219A

52

ALMA Collection
The new “Alma” capsule is practical and playful. The bags are made of beautiful and soft pebbled grain vegan 

leather, enhanced by gold accents and signatures. The collection is offered in neutral tones such as Black, camel 

and off-white, but also in color block options such as Indigo, Coral and lilac.



Alma backpack light grey  

CTP219K 

Alma dressing-case coral  

CTC219P 

Alma lady bag indigo  

CTX219L 

Alma lady wallet indigo  

CEL219L 

Alma lady bag black  

CTX219A 

Alma lady wallet coral  

CEL219P 

Alma lady bag camel  

CTX219Z 

Alma dressing-case light grey  

CTC219K 

Alma backpack camel  

CTP219Z 53



1. Mademoiselle travel wallet camel -  - FEL222Y 

3. Odeon sunglasses tortoise -  - CGS220Y 
4. Alma lady wallet camel -  - CEL219Z 

2. Paola watch camel -  - UMN239Z 
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1. Mademoiselle ballpoint pen champagne -  - FSC2224E 

5. Odeon necklace gold -  - CJC220E 

3. Odeon bracelet gold -  - CJB220E 
4. Sophisticated ballpoint pen gold diamond -  - HSY7994E 

2. Pia watch chrome -  - UMN027B 
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GOLDEN 
LADY



1. Gear Icon ballpoint pen yellow -  - HSN2544S 

3. Alma lady bag coral -  - CTX219P 
2. Alesia scarf bright blue -  - CFM218L 
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COLOR 
BLOCK



1. Alesia scarf mint -  - CFM218T 

5. Mademoiselle ballpoint pen pink -  - FSC2224Q 

3. Gear Icon ballpoint pen light orange -  - HSN2544U 

6. Mademoiselle travel wallet light blue -  - FEL222M 
7. Set Alma lady wallet & Alesia scarf -  - CPLM218L 

4. Mademoiselle ballpoint pen light blue -  - FSC2224M 

2. Gear Icon ballpoint pen light green -  - HSN2544T 
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